
Deep
    
     Breath.



Breath fully in… hold a moment… and fully out…
(30-40 times)

Fully out… and relax… and hold…
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https://www.moongiant.com/phase/today/



Reflections

           A
       WAY
               HOME.
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https://transformativeadventures.org/2019/09/16/how-to-actually-transform-our-lives-and-achive-our-dreams/



Ecological Succession
See class #16 for Shapes of Change, and class #9 for Ecological Succession

https://online.sustenancenw.com/classes/16
https://online.sustenancenw.com/classes/9


Study Groups Support Groups

Friends Field Teams

Yield-based Intimate Community Patterns

Water Cooler

Elders

Community Events









( habit or not )

Autonomous medicines
are SIMPLE, and
always at hand.



"The image shows a square on 
the outside, which is MIND, the 
container of everything we will 
experience in this life. I want to 
work on keeping a mind that is 
calm and free enough to 
experience life as free as 
possible from the distortions of 
things like delusions, arrogance, 
aggression, greed, hate, and 
anxiety.

Every other aspect of a good life 
fits within this container."

Autonomous

      Simplicity



Autonomous

Medicine









Soothing and support.

Grief and pain.



Willow & Cottonwood
SOOTHE.



"Within this blank page of a good 
mind is a circle, our earth, 
representing a healthy, nurturing 
environment. Our environment is 
the next biggest factor 
determining who we are and what 
we experience, so I want to 
continuously work on creating an 
environment that supports a good 
life, that supports me in being a 
good person— an environment 
that looks like the ones my 
ancestors evolved and thrived 
within."

Willow
Cottonwood

Soothing



Willow & Cottonwood











Photograph by Patrick Shafroth / Potential Responses of Riparian Vegetation to Dam Removal

Cleansing water

Alterative



Alder

CLEANSING WATER

"Alterative"



Alder

"Within this circle are the twin 
pyramids of self-actualization and 
“permaculture,” a just and 
sustainable community. The path 
of self-actualization begins with a 
commitment to build a better 
community for all, and the path of 
community service begins with 
work to become the best version 
of ourselves."

Cleansing
& Clarity



Alder











Lifeblood herb
Syntropy



Yarrow

LIFEBLOOD HERB

"Panacea"



"Within this circle are the twin 
pyramids of self-actualization and 
“permaculture,” a just and 
sustainable community. The path 
of self-actualization begins with a 
commitment to build a better 
community for all, and the path of 
community service begins with 
work to become the best version 
of ourselves."

Yarrow

Syntropy
Lifeblood



Yarrow













Hawthorn

For the heart

Hawthorn

For the heart



"At the overlap of community 
service and personal growth is the 
solid base, a vibrant support system 
we build by being good people… 
this is caring people around us, a 
nurturing family and village, and a 
basically supportive environment. 
This is the foundation of our twin 
pyramids, and our journey to 
happiness. It doesn’t mean being 
the most popular kid in school or 
having 30 acres of perfect land, it 
just takes a few good people and 
connecting with whatever earth we 
can. Even a small container garden 
contains infinite riches."

Hawthorn

For the heart



Hawthorn











Oregon Grape

For times of need



Resting atop the twin pyramids is 
pyramid of transcendence, 
recognizing that we must 
transcend many false choices on 
our paths. We must embrace 
both the light, and the dark; we 
must seek personal happiness in 
ways that build community 
prosperity;

We must find the subtle 
pleasures of peace and stillness, 
along with gross pleasures of joy, 
dance, and excitement; we must 
grow a rich inner life while 
remaining rooted in the soil.

Oregon Grape

For times
of need



Oregon Grape
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Legendary med  icine



grandMother Cedar

Legendary medicine



"Rising above the twin pyramids 
is the moon, which lights even 
the dark times of life. This is my 
guiding ethic, to seek happiness 
skillfully, understanding that 
growing a happy life means 
growing a happy community, a 
compassionate mind, and healthy 
environment."

grandMother Cedar

Legendary medicine



grandMother Cedar

















The People's Medicine Chest



Elder

The People's Medicine Chest



"The image shows a square on 
the outside, which is MIND, the 
container of everything we will 
experience in this life. I want to 
work on keeping a mind that is 
calm and free enough to 
experience life as free as 
possible from the distortions of 
things like delusions, arrogance, 
aggression, greed, hate, and 
anxiety.

Every other aspect of a good life 
fits within this container."

Elder

The People's
medicine chest



Elder









Study Groups Support Groups

Friends Field Teams

Yield-based Intimate Community Patterns

Water Cooler

Elders

Community Events



Ecological Succession
See class #16 for Shapes of Change, and class #9 for Ecological Succession

https://online.sustenancenw.com/classes/16
https://online.sustenancenw.com/classes/9






Phases of Abundance

Material abundance of... Abundant work to...

Phase 1 Species Experimenting

Phase 2 Propagation material Responding to feedback

Phase 3 Yield Harvesting & maintaining





Dunbar's Number and Permaculture Zones

Zone 1: (3 - 5 people) Close relationships, spouse, close friends and family.

Zone 2: (Inner circle, "band" 30 - 50 people.) In Dunbar's research, people organize 
into "bands" of 30 - 50 people, typically to work together for mutual benefit.

Zone 3: (Dunbar's Village, 150 people) People have a natural cognitive limit to how 
many other people we can really have a relationship with.

Zone 4: Beyond the village. Beyond Dunbar's number, we can no longer KNOW 
people, so we begin to think of them as caricatures.

Zone 5: the world. Permaculturists often describe the ideal world as a tapestry of 
villages - connecting to broader networks of villages around the world.



Income Expenses

Outside employment

LOANS

Taxes

Stuff bought at Walmart

Maintaining assets

Mortgage

Financial Investments

Financial returns

Industrial
Home

Economy



Energy flows that 
can be captured

Losses from 
the system

Outside employment

Loans

Living assets

Ecosystem gifts

Social capital

Setting limits

Chance!

Natural succession

Taxes

Other unavoidable expenses

(Provision via sun energy, 

ecosystem gifts, and neighbors 

instead of corporations)

Reinvest surplus…

… into durable productive assets,

How to grow a prosperous home economy:
1. Meet needs in ways that build capital and wealth.

2. Catch and store energy inputs into assets that grow wealth.

3. Minimize reliance on outside financial capital.

Traditional
Home

Economy

Forest
Gardens

Micro
Enterprise

Social
Capital

Productive
Assets

Soil



Energy flows that 
can be captured

Losses from 
the system

Outside employment

Loans

Living assets

Ecosystem gifts

Social capital

Setting limits

Chance!

Natural succession

Taxes

Other unavoidable expenses

(Provision via sun energy, 

ecosystem gifts, and neighbors 

instead of corporations)

Reinvest surplus…

… into durable productive assets,

How to grow a prosperous home economy:
1. Meet needs in ways that build capital and wealth.

2. Catch and store energy inputs into assets that grow wealth.

3. Minimize reliance on outside financial capital.

Ecological
Home

Economy

Forest
Gardens

Micro
Enterprise

Social
Capital

Productive
Assets

Soil







Functional community

1. Give more than you get… AND get more than you give

2. Find ways to integrate more and more facets of life

3. Embrace small and slow solutions



Study Groups Support Groups

Friends Field Teams

Yield-based Intimate Community Patterns

Water Cooler

Elders

Community Events


